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Models of quantum disentanglement are developed for nanometer-scale molecular charge qubits (MCQs). A target pair
of MCQs, A and B, is prepared in a Bell state and separated for negligible A-B interactions. Interactions between the
local environment and each target qubit unravels the entanglement in AB in the time evolution subsequent to prepara-
tion. Entanglement is quantified in two-qubit correlation functions, and the dynamics of the loss of entanglement are
characterized as Gaussian, a behavior that cannot be captured using Markovian models. The strength of environmental
interactions is quantified using double-bit-flip energies, the energy of a bit flip in both A and B. These energies are
used to determine the time scale for the Gaussian loss of entanglement. Dynamics are modeled in three ways: (1)
using a previously-developed full model, in which both AB and the environment E are modeled explicitly; (2) using a
reduced-dynamics operator-sum equation with a large set of exact environmental operators, in which only the dynamics
of AB are calculated under the influence of E ; and (3) using a semi-analytic model, in which the correlation functions
are calculated directly as functions of explicitly-calculated double-bit-flip energies and time. These three models yield
exactly equivalent results. This paper generalizes a previous time scale for this disentanglement, which was applicable
only in the case when each MCQ has roughly the same strength of interaction with its local environment. Here, the
generalized time scale also describes cases where the environmental interaction with one target qubit is dominant. The
generalized time scale enables the design of a fourth, approximate model: a set of only two environment operators for
the operator-sum equation, which approximates the exact model requiring numerous environment operators.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computing promises new ways to process in-
formation and to efficiently solve problems that are diffi-
cult or impossible for classical computers.1 Such applica-
tions include Shor’s algorithm2 for defeating a widely-used
encryption scheme, Grover’s search algorithm,3 simulating
quantum systems,1 and optimization problems.4 Quantum
cryptography promises provably secure methods for shar-
ing information.5,6 Entanglement between qubits is an es-
sential resource in both quantum computation and commu-
nication, one which is easily unraveled by qubit-environment
interactions.7
There exist numerous physical systems in which qubits may
be implemented. In particular, this paper focuses on molecu-
lar charge qubits (MCQs). These could be implemented us-
ing pi-cojugated block copolymers8 or multi-metal-centered
mixed-valence molecules, suitable also for a general-purpose
classical computing paradigm known as quantum-dot cellu-
lar automata (QCA).9–12 Quality factors of ∼ 103− 104 have
been reported for MCQ systems,8 and information processing
using MCQs is feasible.
In this paper, the dynamics of disentanglement are stud-
ied in MCQs using various computational models. Here, a
double-quantum-dot (DQD) molecule provides an MCQ. A
remotely-separated target pair of MCQs is prepared in a Bell
state for maximal entanglement. The large spatial separation
eliminates Coulomb coupling between the target MCQs. Each
MCQ in the pair is allowed to interact Coulombically with its
local environment, which consists of M charge-neutral DQD
a)Electronic mail: Enrique_Blair@baylor.edu.
molecules. This is the starting point for a time evolution, over
which entanglement in AB is quantified using quantum corre-
lation functions. Here, the time dependence of disentangle-
ment is found, along with an exact characteristic time scale.
This work generalizes a previously-found time scale for
environmentally-driven disentanglement in the target Bell
pair.13 Previous work was constrained to a regime in which
each of the two target qubits had approximately equal inter-
action with its local environment. It is shown here that the
previously-used time scale for disentanglement does not gen-
eralize to a case where the strength of MCQ-environment in-
teraction is dominant for one of the target MCQs. In this pa-
per, a new time scale found, which also describes case of un-
equal MCQ-environment interactions.
Three exact models for this work are developed in Sec-
tion II. Results are presented in III, along with an approxi-
mate model. The dynamics of disentanglement are found to
be Gaussian, and its time scale is characterized in terms of
energies of interaction between each target MCQ and its lo-
cal environment. The Gaussian form is unattainable using
Markovian models. The characteristic time for Gaussian dis-
entanglement enables a fourth, approximate and significantly-
reduced model for the target pair density matrix and correla-
tion functions.
II. MODELS OF DISENTANGLEMENT
Here, we develop models of the dynamics of disentangle-
ment for the target pair of molecular qubits. The dynamics
of disentanglement are obtained from the time dependence of
three correlation functions, which provide measures of the en-
tanglement between the two target qubits. Specifically, we use
three methods for calculating the correlation functions. The
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2first two methods involve calculating the correlation functions
from the reduced density matrix for the target pair of qubits. In
the first method, as previously developed by Blair, Toth, and
Lent, the reduced density matrix for the target pair is obtained
from the full dynamics for an explicitly-modeled system and
environment.13 In the second method, the reduced density ma-
trix is obtained from reduced dynamics via a novel operator-
sum representation14 for this system. A third model is a set
of semi-analytic equations developed for the correlation func-
tions without an explicit evaluation of the time-dependent re-
duced density matrix for the target MCQ pair.
We briefly review the full-dynamics model in sections II A-
II D 1, as it is helpful to have this notation close at hand when
introducing novel models starting in section II D 2.
A. A Molecular Charge Qubit
A mixed-valence compound such as diferrocenyl acetylne
(DFA) can function as a molecular DQD.15,16 Here, two
iron centers provide redox centers, each of which func-
tions as a molecular quantum dot. While the DFA
molecule must be singly-ionized to provide useful charge
states for this application, other charge-neutral (zwitterionic)
molecules are under study for both molecular charge qubits
and for energy-efficient, beyond-CMOS classical comput-
ing applications.15,17,18 In this paper, charge-neutral DQD
molecules similar to DFA are considered.
Two charge-localized states of a molecular DQD provide
the computational basis states for a single molecular charge
qubit (See Figure 1). Here, one mobile electron occupies one
of two quantum dots. Also, a fixed charge +e/2 is assumed
to reside at each dot (not pictured), providing net charge neu-
trality for each DQD. Here, e is the fundamental charge, and
the dots are treated as points separated by distance a.
P = −1
|0〉
a
P = +1
dot 0
dot 1
|1〉
FIG. 1. Localized electronic states of a molecular double quantum
dot (DQD) system provide the two classical states of a qubit. Black
circles represent the two quantum dots, and a connecting bar indi-
cates a tunneling path. A red disc represents the mobile electron.
It will be helpful to quantify the charge state of a DQD in a
single number, the polarization, P, given by P = 〈σˆz〉, where
σˆz is one of the Pauli operators {σˆx, σˆy, σˆz}.
B. A Bell Pair
The system of interest, AB, is a target pair of entangled
molecular charge qubits, designated A and B. The pair AB
is prepared in a Bell state as the initial state of the time evolu-
tion:
|ΨAB (0)〉= 1√
2
(|0〉A |0〉B+ |1〉A |1〉B) (1)
It is assumed that A and B are separated spatially so that
Coulomb interactions between them are negligible, but that
each MCQ interacts with its own local environment. This sep-
aration could be established after preparation in |ΨAB (0)〉, or
some remote entanglement mechanism could be applied af-
ter separation. The dynamics of the loss of entanglement in
AB—not the means of entanglement—are the focus of this
work.
C. The Environment
The local environment for each DQD in AB is explicitly
modeled using M DQDs surrounding each target DQD. The M
environmental DQDs are arranged on the surface of a sphere
of radius RX centered on qubit X ∈ {A,B}, as depicted in Fig-
ure 2. Here, the orientations and positions on the sphere of the
environmental molecules are randomized. Generally, RA 6=RB
so that one DQD in AB has a stronger environmental interac-
tion than does its partner. This generalizes a previous study, in
which RA = RB was a constraint,13 so that neither DQD suf-
fered the dominant environmental interactions. We designate
the two local environments together as the complete environ-
ment, E , with N = 2M environmental DQDs.
A
B
Environmental DQDs
d
FIG. 2. The target qubits, A and B, are entangled and coupled to
local environments comprised of randomly-oriented DQDs. Colored
spheres represent molecular quantum dots, and a connecting bar indi-
cates the intramolecular tunneling path. The MCQs of the target pair
are marked with purple-colored dots. There are M environmental
molecules distributed randomly and with random orientations about
the surface of a sphere of radius RX for qubit X ∈ {A,B}. The target
pair AB is entangled over a large distance d RA,RB so that MCQ
A and its environment have negligible electrostatic interactions with
MCQ B and its environment.
Environmental product states may be formed by taking ten-
sor products
|~mp〉= |mN〉 |mN−1〉 · · · |mk〉 · · · |m2〉 |m1〉 , (2)
where a counting number, k, indexes the environmental
DQDs, and mk ∈ {0,1} labels a computational basis state for
3the k-th environmental molecule. The N-element binary vec-
tor,
~mp = mNmN−1 · · ·mk · · ·m2m1, (3)
then, specifies an environmental product state, and p ∈
{0,1,2, . . . ,2N−1} is a whole-number representation of ~mp.
A basis may be formed for the global system, Ω= ABE , by
taking the direct products of the individual target DQD states
and environmental states {|~mp〉}:∣∣∣ΦmA,mB;~mp〉≡ |~mp〉 |mB〉 |mA〉 . (4)
An arbitrary global state may be written as a quantum super-
position of basis states:
|Ψ〉= ∑
mA,mB, ~mp
cmA,mB,~mp
∣∣∣ΦmA,mB;~mp〉 . (5)
D. System Dynamics
The Hamiltonian of the global system is determined by the
Coulomb interactions between all the DQDs of Ω. Let U j,km j ,mk
be the electronstatic potential energy between the j-th qubit in
state m j and the k-th qubit in state mk. This energy is given by
U j,km j ,mk =
P(m j)P(mk)e2
16piε0
[
1
r j,k0,0
− 1
r j,k0,1
− 1
r j,k1,0
+
1
r j,k1,1
]
, (6)
where ε0 is the permittivity of free space; r j,km j ,mk is the distance
between dot m j in DQD j and dot mk in DQD k; P(m) is
polarization of a DQD in state m; and P(1) = +1 and P(0) =
−1.
Let EmA,mB,~mp be the total electrostatic potential energy of a
global state
∣∣∣ΦmA,mB;~mp〉. This is calculated by summing over
all DQD pair-wise interactions in Ω:
EmA,mB,~mp =
〈
ΦmA,mB,~mp
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣ΦmA,mB,~mp〉= 12∑j 6=kU j,km j ,mk (7)
Here, the indices of summation, i and j, include each DQD in
Ω: i, j ∈ {A,B,1,2, . . . ,N}.
To eliminate complicating dissipative effects, this study of
disentanglement is constrained to the regime where tunneling
between states |0〉 and |1〉 is suppressed. In this limit, the
Hamiltonian is diagonal in the basis {|ΦmA,mB;~mp〉}:
Hˆ = ∑
mA,mB,p
|ΦmA,mB,~mp〉EmA,mB,~mp 〈ΦmA,mB,~mp | . (8)
1. Global System Dynamics
The dynamics of the global system are described exactly
within this model using the quantum Liouville equation,
d
dt
ρˆΩ =− ih¯
[
Hˆ, ρˆΩ
]
, (9)
with solution
ρˆΩ (t) = Uˆ(t)ρˆΩ (0)Uˆ†(t) . (10)
The time-dependent density operator for the global system is
ρˆΩ (t), and ρˆΩ (0) is its initial state. The time evolution oper-
ator, Uˆ(t), is
Uˆ(t) = exp
(
− i
h¯
Hˆt
)
. (11)
Since the target pair is prepared in the state |ΨAB (0)〉, we can
write ρˆΩ (0) as a product:
ρˆΩ (0) = |ΨAB (0)〉〈ΨAB (0)|⊗ |E (0)〉〈E (0)| , (12)
where |E (0)〉 is the initial state of the global environment.
Unlike the initial state, ρˆΩ(0), the time-dependent density
matrix ρˆΩ(t) is generally not a product state of an AB den-
sity matrix and an E density matrix for t > 0. This is driven
by interaction and entanglement between AB and E , the very
interaction which drives the unraveling of entanglement be-
tween A and B.
While AB may no longer have its own local state for t > 0,
the best time-dependent, local description possible for AB is
its reduced density matrix, ρˆ(r)AB(t). This may be obtained by
tracing ρˆΩ(t) over the environmental degrees of freedom:
ρˆ(r)AB(t) = TrE ρˆΩ (t) =∑
jE
〈 jE | ρˆΩ | jE 〉 (13)
Here, {| jE 〉} is any orthonormal basis for the environment,
and TrE denotes the trace over the degrees of freedom of E .
2. Reduced Dynamics
Reduced dynamics for AB may be found without explicitly
modeling the dynamics of E . One very general representation
for reduced dynamics beyond the limit of a memoryless or
Markovian environment is the operator-sum equation:14
ρˆ(r)AB(t) =∑
jE
Kˆ jE (t)ρˆAB(0)Kˆ
†
jE
(t) , (14)
with ρˆAB(0) = |ΨAB(0)〉〈ΨAB(0)| and Kraus operators
{Kˆ jE (t)} defined as
Kˆ jE (t)≡
〈
jE
∣∣Uˆ (t) ∣∣E (0)〉 . (15)
The Kraus operators, also known as environmental operators,
act only on the Hilbert space of AB. Henceforth, the super-
script (r) is omitted from ρˆ(r)AB(t) for convenience.
These Kraus operators are not unique, but rather are ba-
sis dependent. In particular, we will use the classical envi-
ronmental basis
{|~mp〉} for the partial trace of Equation (13).
This results in a set of Kraus operators {Kˆ~mp(t)}, which may
be calculated explicitly as
Kˆ~mp(t) = 2
−(N−1)/2 exp
(
− it
h¯
Hˆ(AB)~mp
)
, (16)
4where Hˆ(AB)~mp is the Hamiltonian for the target pair given an
environment in state |~mp〉:
Hˆ(AB)~mp ≡ ∑
mA,mB
EmA,mB;~mp |mBmA〉〈mBmA| , (17)
with the following matrix representation in the two-qubit clas-
sical basis {|mBmA〉}
Hˆ(AB)~mp
.
=

E0,0;~mp
E0,1;~mp
E1,0;~mp
E1,1;~mp
 . (18)
The Kraus operators, {Kˆ~mp(t)}, provide an exact description
of the environmental effects on the target pair of qubits. There
are 2N such operators, one for each state in the environmental
basis {|~mp〉}. We identify {Kˆ~mp(t)} as the “full set” or “exact
set” of Kraus operators. For more details on the derivation of
the exact set of Kraus operators, {Kˆ~mp(t)}, see Appendix A
of the previous work by Ramsey and Blair.19 The derivation
is the as before, except that previously, the target system was
a single DQD (a two-state system), but here, the target system
is a pair of DQDs (a four-state system).
Now, we have two exact methods for calculating the re-
duced density matrix for AB:
1. Calculate the full global dynamics of ρˆΩ(t), and trace
out ρˆAB(t), and
2. Find the Kraus operators {Kˆ jE (t)}, and calculate ρˆAB(t)
from the operator-sum equation.
3. Measures of Entanglement
To quantify entanglement between A and B, we use three
correlation functions: SBM, the Bell-Mermin (BM) correla-
tion function;20 SCHSH, the Clauser–Horne–Shimony–Holt
(CHSH) correlation function;21 and SBPRV, the
Brukner–Paunkovic´–Rudolph and Vedral (BPRV) corre-
lation function.22 These are functions of the two-qubit
reduced density matrix ρˆAB(t), which we obtain either
from full dynamics or from reduced dynamics, as discussed
above. The details of our implementations of the correlation
calculations are discussed in the previous work by Blair, Toth,
and Lent.13
4. A Semi-analytic Model for Disentanglement
The dynamics of disentanglement may be calculated ex-
actly and directly without first calculating ρˆAB(t). To do this,
the expression for ρˆAB(t) from Equation (14) was combined
with the formulas for SBM, SCHSH, and SBPRV as implemented
previously.13 A combination of computer analysis and manual
mathematical manipulations resulted in the following expres-
sions for the correlation functions:
S(
|Ψ+〉)
BM =
9
8
− 3
2N+3 ∑
~mp
cos
(
Eflip~mp
h¯
t
)
(19)
S(
|Ψ+〉)
CHSH =
∣∣∣∣∣√2+
√
2
2N ∑
~mp
cos
(
Eflip~mp
h¯
t
)∣∣∣∣∣ (20)
S(
|Ψ+〉)
BPRV = 6+
3
2N+1 ∑
~mp
cos
(
Eflip~mp
h¯
t
)
(21)
Here, the energy Eflip~mp is defined as the energy of a double bit-
flip of the target pair, |0B0A〉 → |1B1A〉, given environmental
state |~mp〉:
Eflip~mp ≡
〈
1,1;~mp
∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣1,1;~mp〉−〈0,0;~mp ∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣0,0;~mp〉
= E1,1;~mp −E0,0;~mp . (22)
We describe this method as semi-analytic because, while the
expressions of (19)-(21) are analytic, the numerous energies
{Eflip~mp} must be computed numerically for each particular ran-
domized environment.
5. A Time Scale for Disentanglement
The double-bit-flip energies of Equation (22) give rise to a
time scale τE for the dynamics of disentanglement:
τE =
pi h¯
EflipRMS
, (23)
where EflipRMS is the root-mean-square value of the double-bit-
flip energies:
EflipRMS ≡
1
2M
(
2N−1
∑
p=0
(
Eflip~mp
)2)1/2
. (24)
The characteristic time τE depends on the orientations and po-
sitions of the environmental DQDs via the energies {Eflip~mp}.
The time constant τE of Equation (23) characterizes the main
aspects of the dynamics, though the whole system state is in-
fluenced by the interaction between the target MCQs and the
randomly-arranged environmental DQDs.
It is worth noting that part of the motivation for this work
was that a time scale τ =
√
τAτB, a previous disentanglement
time scale used in the case where RA = RB,13 did not gener-
alize cases in which RA 6= RB. Here, τA and τB are timescales
for the decoherence of each single qubit within its own local
environment.19
The limitations of τ as a time scale for disentanglement
are illustrated in Figure 3. Here, the local environments are
populated with M = 5 cells each, and the Bell-Mermin cor-
relation for the target pair is plotted for several randomized
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FIG. 3. A disentanglement time scale, τ , characterizes the time scale of disentanglement when the two local environments interact with their
individual target MCQ with roughly the same strength (that is, when RA = RB); however, τ does not generalize to cases where RA 6= RB. Here,
a = 1 nm, and global environmental population is N = 10 for 3 different cases: RA/RB ∈ {4a/2a,4a/4a,4a/8a}. (a) The BM correlation
function, SBM, is plotted against time in fs for several time evolutions, each and each randomized environment drives a unique time evolution.
(b) When SBM for each evolution is plotted against time scaled to its own τ , τ is only partially effective as a time scale. It is most effective
when RA = RB (blue plots), mapping the various RA = RB evolutions to roughly the same scaled time dependence. If τ also were an effective
time scale for the RA 6= RB evolutions, the red and green plots would also overlay the blue plots. However, τ overestimates the time constant
when RA 6= RB.
environments with different radial ratios, RA/RB. In partic-
ular, we kept RA fixed at RA = 4a and chose RB such that
RB ∈ {RA/2,RA,2RA}. In subplot 3(a), SBM is plotted versus
time in fs. A small RB results in strong B-environment inter-
actions (red-line cases) and drives the fastest disentanglement,
as SBM rapidly leaves the Bell violation region. On the other
hand, a large RB generally allows the target pair to retain en-
tanglement longer (green-line cases). When each evolution
is plotted with time scaled to its own particular τ , the various
time evolutions for the RA =RB case (blue plots) roughly over-
lay one another, having approximately the same form. This is
consistent with previous work,13 which suggests that τ is an
effective time scale for disentanglement when RA = RB. On
the other hand, the calculations of SBM with RA 6= RB do not
also overlay the scaled RA = RB plots, indicating that τ is not
as effective a time scale when RA 6=RB. For the RA 6=RB cases,
τ overestimates the time scale for disentanglement.
In the following section, it will be seen that τE of Equa-
tion (23) accurately characterizes the time scale for disentan-
glement in the most general cases where RA 6= RB, and that
that the decay of entanglement has a Gaussian form. This
disentanglement is exactly captured by a large set of Kraus
operators in an operator-sum representation, but it may also
be modeled approximately using a significantly-reduced set
of Kraus operators.
III. RESULTS
It is helpful to begin by showing the exact equivalence be-
tween the three sets of models developed in Section II. This is
seen in Figure 4, where the correlation functions plotted calcu-
lated in time for AB in one particular random E . The dynam-
ics are calculated using the full global dynamics of Equation
(13), the reduced dynamics of Equation (14), and using the
semi-analytic expressions of Equations (19)-(21). The three
models yield exactly equivalent dynamics of disentanglement
as measured by the correlation functions SBM, SCHSH, and SBPRV.
For the evolution shown, a randomized environment of N= 10
molecules was used (M= 5 environmental molecules for each
target MCQ). The DQDs each have a length of a= 1 nm, cho-
sen since this is the length scale of the DFA molecule.
The equivalence of the three models enables the use of only
the most efficient model to study system dynamics. Figure 5
shows the calculation time as a function of environmental pop-
ulation N for the various models developed. Not surprisingly,
the model using full system+environment dynamics is the
most computationally intensive and requires the longest cal-
culations. In this model, calculations for N > 8 were practica-
ble only on the dedicated compute nodes of high-performance
computer (HPC) systems, and no calculations for N > 10 were
successfully achieved on presently-available HPC resources
(calculation times for N > 10 are extrapolated in Figure 5).
On the other hand, the operator-sum model and the semi-
analytic calculations both yielded a significant speed-up over
the full-dynamics model and could be used on a consumer-
grade laptop. Since the semi-analytic calculations of the cor-
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FIG. 4. Three methods for calculating the dynamics of disentangle-
ment in the target Bell pair agree exactly. Here, correlation functions
which provide measures of entanglement are calculated from (1) the
full system+environment model dynamics (blue solid line); (2) re-
duced dynamics of the target pair using the operator-sum representa-
tion (red dash); and (3) a semi-analytic description of the target pair
density matrix dynamics (green circle).
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FIG. 5. Calculation time for computing correlation functions of the
global system with various N environmental double-dots in different
models. For N > 10, fully-dynamics calculation times are extrapo-
lated under the assumption that hardware exists with the capability
of performing these calculations.
relation functions were the fastest but yet exactly equivalent to
the other two methods, the remainder of this paper uses only
semi-analytic calculations to study the disentanglement of the
target Bell pair.
A. Dynamics of Disentanglement as the Strength of
Environmental Coupling to AB is Varied
Figure 6 shows that the time scale τE characterizes the dy-
namics of disentanglement as the strength of the environment
interaction is varied. Here, the environmental population is
fixed at N = 20, the radius of environment A is held constant
at RA = 4a, but the radius of environment B, RB, is varied:
RB ∈ {2a,5a,8a}. This changes the strength of the interaction
between the environment and qubit B as well as the overall
dynamics of disentanglement.
For each radius RB, eight different randomized environ-
ments are constructed, and the dynamics of disentangle-
ment as quantified by SBM(t) are plotted in subfigure 6(a).
Each unique environment drives a unique time dependence,
each with its own τE . A small RB provides strong system-
environment interaction with rapid disentanglement in the
Bell pair. This is seen as the red (RB = 2a) time evolutions, for
which SBM(t) crosses out of the Bell violation region (SBM < 1)
faster than cases with larger RB. More pronounced variations
are evident in the small-RB regime, i.e., evolutions for which
RB ∈ {2a,5a}. This is because the dynamics are driven by
strong E -B interactions and are sensitive to the random vari-
ations in position and orientation across unique environments
surrounding B. When RB grows large, the environmental in-
teraction with B is diminished and E -A interactions now drive
the disentanglement. In this case, neither random variations
across the unique environments surrounding B nor further in-
creasing RB significantly affect the dynamics of disentangle-
ment.
Subfigure 6(b) shows that the variations in SBM(t) map to
the same Gaussian form when each time evolution is time-
scaled to its own τE . Here, the time-scaled SBM(t/τE) plots
cross out of the Bell violation region at a common scaled time:
t/τE ∼ 0.4. This indicates that τE characterizes the dynamics
of disentanglement as the strength of the environmental inter-
action is varied.
To verify that the scaled evolutions have a Gaussian form,
manipulate a Gaussian f (t) = exp
(
−(t/σ)2
)
to obtain
ln(− ln f (t)) = 2ln
( t
σ
)
. (25)
This provides a test for a Gaussian form in data: f (t) is
Gaussian to the extent that y = ln(− ln( f (t))) has a slope of
dy/dx=+2 when plotted against x= ln(t/σ).
The test provided by Equation (25) is applied to data of
Figure 6, with results shown in Figure 7. To do this, we first
transform SBM using only a constant scaling factor and an ad-
ditive offset to achieve a function fBM:
fBM(t/τE) = 3− 83SBM(t/τE) . (26)
The resulting fBM(t/τE), then, has an initial value of unity for
t/τE = 0 and decays to zero as t/τE → ∞. Yet, we cannot
simply check fBM(t/τE) for a Gaussian form using Equation
(25), since fBM(t/τE)< 0 for some t/τE . Therefore, the test is
applied to | fBM(t/τE) |, and the results are shown in Figure 7.
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FIG. 6. (a) Different environmental interactions drive the loss of entanglement at different speeds. The BM correlation functions are plotted for
several time evolutions with different environments. Three different ratios of environmental radii were used: RA/RB ∈ {4a/2a,4a/5a,4a/8a},
with a= 1 nm, N = 20. For RA/RB ratio, eight random environment were calculated. (b) When the various evolutions are each time-scaled to
its own unique t/τE , each time evolution exhibits a loss of entanglement with the same form.
The linearized data for various time evolutions corresponding
to different randomized environments fall on or near a line of
slope +2. This indicates that | fBM(t/τE) | is highly Gaussian,
especially at early times (t  τE , or low values of ln(t/τE)).
The time dependence of SBM departs from a Gaussian form at
later times because weak coherent dynamics drive fluctuations
in SBM and fBM(t/τE) which are uncovered as fBM(t/τE)→ 0.
These fluctuations are indicated by the departure from the line
of slope +2 in Figure 7 at later times [i.e., larger ln(t/τE)].
The results of Figure 8 also suggest that τE characterizes
Gaussian dynamics of disentanglement as measured by SCHSH.
Figure 8(a) includes plots of SCHSH(t) for the same time evolu-
tions as in Figure 6, where the environmental coupling to the
Bell pair is varied by adjusting RB. Here, the various SCHSH(t)
plots cross out of the Bell violation region (SCHSH > 2) at dif-
ferent times; but, when time-scaled to τE , the widely-varying
SCHSH(t) plots map to the same Gaussian form SCHSH(t/τE), as
seen in subfigure 8(b). The common scaled crossing time out
of the Bell violation region is t/τE ∼ 0.4.
The Gaussian form of SCHSH is confirmed in Figure 9. To
facilitate this test, SCHSH(t/τE) was transformed to fCHSH(t/τE)
by a scaling factor and offset:
fCHSH(t/τE) =
√
2
2
SCHSH(t/τE)−1 . (27)
Several functions | fCHSH(t/τE) | for different time evolutions
are linearized according to Equation (25) and shown in Figure
9. The data again has a slope of +2 for early times, satisfying
the test for Gaussian behavior.
Finally, the measure of entanglement SBPRV also demon-
strates a loss of entanglement with a Gaussian time depen-
dence characterized by time τE . SBPRV(t) is calculated and plot-
ted for the same time evolutions as above, and the target pair
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FIG. 7. The BM correlation function SBM exhibits highly Gaussian
behavior, especially at early times. SBM is transformed to fBM in order
to apply the test provided by Equation (25). fBM is closely fitted to
the purple line of slope 2, which indicates a Gaussian form. Coherent
dynamics drive a departure from the Gaussian form at later times
[higher ln(t/τE)].
crosses from the domain of quantum entanglement to local re-
alism as measured by SBPRV (local realism: SBPRV < 7) over a
wide range of crossing times. When scaled to τE , however,
the various time evolutions have a similar Gaussian SBPRV with
a crossing time of t/τE ∼ 0.25, as seen in Figure 10(b).
The Gaussian form SBPRV(t/τE) is demonstrated in Figure
11. Once again, each calculation of SBPRV in Figure 10 is trans-
formed to a form fBPRV, which may be checked for a Gaussian
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FIG. 8. (a) The CHSH correlation function SCHSH(t) for different pairs of RA/RB. (b) Scaled time evolution of the CHSH correlation function
for 24 different random geometries of the environment in (a).
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FIG. 9. This test of the CHSH correlation function, SCHSH, shows
highly Gaussian dynamics at early times, with departures from Gaus-
sian dynamics at later times. Here, SCHSH is transformed to fCHSH, and
the test for Gaussian behavior provided by Equation (25) is applied.
The data of fCHSH is Gaussian to the extent to which it lies on the
purple of slope 2.
form using Equation (25), as before:
fBPRV(t/τE) =
2
3
SBPRV(t/τE)−4 . (28)
B. Dynamics of Disentanglement as Environmental
Population is Varied
It is seen here that τE also characterizes the dynamics
of disentanglement as environmental population N is varied.
While changing N for a given RB may change the strength of
the environment-target-pair coupling, most significantly, this
changes the number of environmental degrees of freedom, 2N .
In Figure 12, SBM(t) is plotted for several unique, random
environments of population N ∈ {16,18,20}. Calculations for
eight randomized environments are performed for each pop-
ulation N. Each environmental configuration drives a unique
time-dependence SBM(t) with its own characteristic time τE , as
seen in subplot 12(a). Here, the various time evolutions cross
out of the Bell-violation region at different times.
On the other hand, when each evolution is time-scaled to its
own τE , the various evolutions SBM(t) map to approximately
the same form SBM(t/τE), as seen in subfigure 12(b). All
SBM(t/τE) cross out of the Bell violation region at t/τE ∼ 0.4
As time grows (t/τE after the crossing time), coherent re-
vivals drive fluctuations in SBM(t) as allowed by Poisson re-
currence. These coherent dynamics for large t/τE are more
significant in the environments with lower N, since environ-
ments with higher N—and thus, more numerous degrees of
freedom—more completely suppress such dynamics. Thus,
for larger values of N, SBPRV(t/τE) is more Gaussian and re-
mains closer to its asymptotic value of 6 as t/τE > 1.
A similar analysis may be made for SCHSH and SBPRV. We re-
frain from showing the results and simply state that the two
major results still hold across various environmental popula-
tions: (i) the correlation functions SCHSH and SBPRV demonstrate
a Gaussian, non-Markovian loss of entanglement, and (ii) τE
still effectively characterizes the time scale of the loss of en-
tanglement.
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FIG. 10. (a) The BPRV correlation function SBPRV(t) for different pairs of RA/RB. (b) Scaled time evolution of the BPRV correlation function
for 24 different random geometries of the environment in (a)
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FIG. 11. The BPRV correlation function SBPRV is transformed to a
function fBPRV which decays from unity to zero and then checked for
Gaussian behavior using the test provided by Equation (25). The
transformed data is closely fitted to the purple line of slope 2, which
indicates these BPRV correlation functions are approximately Gaus-
sian.
C. Reduced Set of Kraus Operators
A Gaussian decay in the coherences of the density matrix
ρˆAB(t) underlies the Gaussian time dependence of the various
measures of disentanglement. For the initial state |ΨAB(0)〉
of Equation (2), the only non-zero coherences in ρˆAB(t) are
ρ0,3 = 〈00|ρˆAB(t) |11〉 and ρ3,0 = 〈11|ρˆAB(t) |00〉.
It has been found that σt , the standard deviation of the
Gaussian decay of |ρ0,3(t) |2 = |ρ3,0(t) |2, is related directly
to EflipRMS by
σt =
h¯√
2EflipRMS
. (29)
This relationship is illustrated in Figures 13 and 14. For a
particular calculation of ρˆAB(t) using the full set of Kraus op-
erators, early-time data for |ρ0,3(t/τE) |2 was used to calcu-
late σt , the standard deviation for the decay in the coherences.
Here, σt is calculated by the same method as described by
Appendix B of previous work by Ramsey and Blair.19 Then,
h¯/
√
2σt was plotted against EflipRMS, and a unit slope confirms
the equality of Equation (29). Equation (29) is accurate for
various environmental configurations as the strength of the in-
teraction is tuned by varying the environmental radii (Figure
13) or by varying the environmental population (Figure 14).
The Gaussian decay of the coherences may be modeled by
using a reduced set of Kraus operators
{
Mˆ1,Mˆ2
}
, given by
Mˆ1 =
T 0 0 00 T 0 00 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 and (30)
Mˆ2 =

0 0 0
√
T −1
0 0
√
T −1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 , (31)
with
T = exp
(
−1
2
(
EflipRMS
h¯
t
)2)
. (32)
These Kraus operators are not unique but were designed to
capture the desired disentanglement for any Bell state. This
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FIG. 12. (a) Different random environments drive disentanglement at different rates. The BM correlation function is plotted in time for several
unique environments. Here, a = 1 nm and RA = RB = a, but three different values of N are used: N ∈ {16,18,20}. Multiple calculations are
performed for each N value. (b) The time scale τE is unique to each time evolution, but characterizes the loss of entanglement well. When
each time evolution is scaled to its own τE , the different plots overlay one another, having the same time-scaled form.
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FIG. 13. Equation (29) captures the relationship between the time
scale for the Gaussian decay of coherences, σt , and the strength of
the environmental interaction as measured by EflipRMS. Equation 29 is
accurate for several values of EflipRMS, which is varied by adjusting the
radius of the molecular environments. In particular, the radius of
environment B is varied, and for each RB value, multiple random
configurations are tested. In each case, a= 1 nm.
set of Kraus operators cannot capture behaviors such as co-
herent revivals in the magnitude of density matrix coherences.
This reduced set of Kraus operators, then, is accurate in the
limit of large environmental populationN, where such revivals
are suppressed completely.
The correlation functions of section II D 3 were calculated
for a density matrix ρˆAB(t) modeled using the reduced Kraus
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FIG. 14. Equation (29) captures the relationship between σt and
EflipRMS. Here, E
flip
RMS is varied by adjusting the population M of each
molecular environment. The total environment size is N = 2m, and
multiple values of N are checked. For each value of N, several ran-
dom configurations are tested. In each case, a= 1 nm.
operator set and compared with the exact values calculated
using the semi-analytic method. Agreement between the two
models is excellent, as shown in Figure 15 for a particular
randomized environment.
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FIG. 15. The time evolution of disentanglement modeled using the
reduced Kraus operator set of Equations (30)-(32) closely matches
the dynamics of the complete models for a particular environment of
20 DQDs.
IV. DISCUSSION
This work uncovers τE as the time scale for disentangle-
ment. There is no relaxation time T1 in this paper because
dissipation was eliminated from the treatment by suppressing
electron transfer in the environment.
Gaussians are a significant part of the dynamics in this sys-
tem. Fundamentally, this is because the random configura-
tion of environments results in a set of double-bit-flip energies
{Eflip~mp} that are normally distributed. This Gaussian distribu-
tion of {Eflip~mp} then gives rise to Gaussian time dynamics via
the Fourier series of Equations (19)-(21).
Double-bit-flip energies are the relevant energies here. A
single bit flip energy is relevant for the non-Markovian dy-
namics of decoherence in a single MCQ.19 The absence of
interactions between the target qubits means that the relevant
double bit flip energies may be found by summing the individ-
ual bit flip energies of each target qubit given the particular
state of its local environment. No additional energy correc-
tions need be considered.
This can be expressed with more mathematical formalism
by considering qubit X ∈ {A,B} with M neighbors in its local
environment. The local environment has 2M classical configu-
rations {|~mX ,0〉 , |~mX ,1〉 , . . . |~mX ,2M−2〉 , |~mX ,2M−1〉}. Here, ~mX , j
is an M-bit binary word describing a classical basis state of
the M local environmental DQDs for MCQ X :
~mX , j =mMmM−1 · · ·mk · · ·m2m1, with mk ∈{0,1} , (33)
where j is a counting number index for each vector ~mX , j and
k ∈ {1, . . . ,M} labels an environmental DQD local to qubit
X . For each local environmental state |~mX , j〉, there is a single
bit flip energy, EX , j, the cost of a bit flip in MCQ X from
|1〉 to |0〉. Previously, we described the quantum decoherence
for MCQ X in terms of the characteristic time τX , expressed
exactly in terms of the energies {EX , j}:
τX =
pi h¯
EX
, (34)
where EX is the root-mean-square value of the single-bit-flip
energies {EX , j}:
EX =
(
1
2M
2M−1
∑
j=0
E2X , j
)1/2
. (35)
Additionally, for each state |~mX , j〉, there is a complemen-
tary state |~mX , j¯〉
~mX , j¯ = m¯Mm¯M−1 · · · m¯k · · · m¯2m¯1 , (36)
for which EX , j¯ = −EX , j. Now, let us order {EX , j} from most
positive to most negative, and then relabel this ordered set
{εX ,a}, where a is a counting number smaller than 2M . It
is now possible to write EX in terms of only the first 2M−1
energies {εX ,a}, which are non-negative by virtue of ordering:
EX =
1
2(M−1)/2
(
2M−1−1
∑
a=0
ε2X ,a
)1/2
. (37)
Then, the specific time scale τ =
√
τAτB is given by:
τ =
pi h¯2(M−1)/2((
∑2
M−1−1
a=0 ε
2
A,a
)1/2(
∑2
M−1−1
b=0 ε
2
B,b
)1/2)1/2 . (38)
On the other hand, there are 22M double-bit-flip energies
from |11〉 to |00〉 in AB, one for each classical basis state of the
global environment. These energies can be formed by adding
±εA,a to ±εB,b, since A and B do not interact: {±εA,a± εB,b}.
It can be shown that the RMS value of these double-bit-flip
energies is given by
ERMS =
1
2(M−1)/2
(
2M−1−1
∑
j=0
ε2A, j+ ε
2
B, j
)1/2
, (39)
and the more generalized characteristic time for disentangle-
ment is τE :
τE =
pi h¯2(M−1)/2(
∑2
M−1−1
j=0 ε
2
A, j+ ε
2
B, j
)1/2 (40)
Here, τE may be written without any cross-terms, i.e. with-
out products εmA,aε
n
B,b. That the total energies of interest in τE
are sums of the non-negative energies εA,a and εB,b (and their
powers) reflects the fact that A and B do not interact. On the
other hand, cross-terms arise in τ . Only when εB, j → εA, j
do the cross-terms vanish from τ . This is achieved approx-
imately in our global system when RA = RB. In this case,
τE/τ → 1/
√
2, and τ becomes approximately proportional to
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FIG. 16. When RA = RB, τ becomes proportional to τE and may
function as an effective time constant for the loss of disentanglement.
However, when RA 6= RB, τ deviates from this proportionality with
τE , and it no longer serves as a time constant for the loss of entangle-
ment. Here, several evolutions were performed for various RA/RB
ratios with a= 1 nm.
τE . This proportionality to τE allows τ to function as a char-
acteristic time constant for the dynamics of disentanglement
in the RA = RB limit, as seen in previous work.13
On the other hand, when RA 6= RB, the proportionality be-
tween τE and τ is lost, and τ fails as a characteristic time
constant. This relationship is shown in the data of Figure 16.
Here, a scatter plot is made for τE and τ data for several sys-
tems with various ratios of RA/RB and several randomized
environments for each ratio. When RA = RB, the points of
the scatter plot fall close to the line τE = τ/
√
2; but, when
RA 6= RB the data departs from that proportionality. Mathe-
matically, this is driven by the unphysical cross-terms arising
in the approximate time constant τ when RA 6= RB.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the dynamics of the loss of entanglement
are studied in MCQs. Here, a double-quantum-dot (DQD)
molecule provides a MCQ. A target pair of qubits, A and B, is
prepared in a Bell state, and Coulomb coupling between the
two is suppressed due to a large spatial separation. Each qubit
is immersed in its own local environment, modeled using a
set of M neighboring DQDs. Tunneling also is suppressed to
eliminate dissipative effects and leave only entanglement. The
system-environment interactions drive the the gradual loss of
entanglement between A and B, and the time scale of this dis-
entanglement has been calculated exactly as a function of the
strength of the system-environment interactions.
The dynamics of disentanglement are modeled in four
ways. First, exact dynamics of the global system are calcu-
lated using the quantum Liouville equation, and a reduced
density matrix for AB, ρˆAB(t), is traced out from the global
density matrix, ρˆΩ(t). Correlation functions may be calcu-
lated from ρˆAB(t) to quantify entanglement between A and
B. Second, an exact—and in general, large—set of Kraus op-
erators is calculated for a given environment, and these are
used to calculate the reduced dynamics of ρˆAB(t), from which
correlation functions may again be calculated. Third, we de-
velop a semi-analytic method for calculating the correlation
functions directly given a system and environment, without
first calculating ρˆAB(t). From these three equivalent and ex-
act models, a Gaussian form for disentanglement is identified,
and its characteristic time scale, τE , is obtained from the en-
ergies of interaction between the target MCQs and their en-
vironment. This enables the development of a fourth model:
an approximate and reduced set of Kraus operators to model
ρˆAB(t) in the limit of large M, enabling a fourth calculation
of the time-dependent correlations. The semi-analytic calcu-
lations and the reduced set of Kraus operators represent a sig-
nificant speedup over the calculation using the quantum Liou-
ville equation or the exact set of Kraus operators.
The Gaussian form of the loss of entanglement is notable
because it cannot be modeled in the Markovian limit. Addi-
tionally, the time scale for this model is exact, and it general-
izes a time scale used in previous work.
Models of disentanglement here provide accurate and com-
putationally cheap models for disentanglement in MCQs.
Models of disentanglement and other quantum phenomena
can help explore the dynamics of MCQs and the role they may
play in quantum information processing.
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